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TT ER fishing resources for either the commercial fisherman or the sports-
maiVare t?leM^reatest *n wor^. They now produce well over 

fifteen million dollars of wealth per annum, and they are only beginning to 
be developed.

Newfoundland is the home of the cod fish and this 
largest item in her fish production. forms the

. , But the island also produces large
quantities of herring, salmon, lobster and many of the lesser fishes.

Heretofore these have come on the markets of the world 
salted and pickled condition. But the frozen fish industry is rap 
oping. The latest reports from the Biitish markets affirm that “ 
arrival of Newfoundland frozen fish 
received from the Iceland grounds.”

the recent 
was superior to the fresh fish often
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WHETHER YOU WISH TO FISH FOR SPORT OR FOR PROFIT

COME TO NEWFOUNDLAND

The climate of Newfoundland 
is more temperate than that of 
the neighboring Maritime Prov
inces; the thermometer rarely 
sinks below zero in winter, while 
the summer range rarely exceeds 
SO deg. F.
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Newfoundland Crown lands 

for farming purposes may be 
had for thirty cents an acre. The 
Island’s agricultural develop
ment is going ahead by leaps and 
bounds.
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THE JOURNAL OF COMMERCE

Where the Codfish Come From
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Newfoundland’s forest wealth is large. The min
eral resources are only partially known, although the 
iron mines on Bell Island have an output of 1,500,000 
tons, and the industrial possibilities are attractive 
from every point of view.

The Government of Newfoundland gives generous 
aid to agricultural development. The value of agri
cultural products now approximates over $4,000,000. 
Sheep raising is being encouraged and the pro
gress in that direction is remarkable.
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